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Summary16

17

1. A range of mathematical models have been developed to infer18

whether a species is extinct based on a sighting record. Although19

observations have variable reliability, current methods for detect-20

ing extinction do not differentiate observation qualities.21

2. A more suitable approach would consider certain and uncertain22

sightings throughout the sighting period. We develop a Bayesian23

method that assumes that certain and uncertain sightings occur24

independently and at uniform rates. These two types of sightings25

are connected by a common extinction date. Several rates of false26

sightings can be calculated to differentiate between observation27

types. Prior rates of false and true sightings, as well as a prior28

probability that the species is extant, are included. The model is29

implemented in OpenBugs which uses Markov chain Monte Carlo30

(MCMC).31

3. Based on records of variable reliability we estimate the probabil-32

ity that the Monachus tropicalis, Gray (Caribbean seal), Mustela33

nigripes, Audubon and Bachman (black-footed ferret), Leporil-34

lus conditor, Sturt (greater stick-nest rat) and Leporillus Api-35

calis, Gould (lesser stick-nest rat) are extinct. As further exam-36

ples, Birdlife International provided the sighting records for the37

Tachybaptus rufolavatus, Delacour (Alaotra grebe), Pterodrama38

caribbaea, Carte (Jamaica petrel) and Aplonis pelzelni, Finsch39

(Pohnpei mountain starling), with prior probabilities for extinc-40

tion. The results are compared with existing methods which41
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ignore uncertain sightings.42

4. Synthesis and applications. Estimating the probability that a43

species is extinct based on sighting records is important when44

deciding how much effort and money to invest. Having a model45

that allows for certain and uncertain observations throughout46

the sighting period better accommodates the realities of sighting47

quality.48

Keywords: anomalous reports, Bayes factor, extirpation, species persis-49

tence (uncertainty).50
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Introduction51

Inferring whether a species is extinct is of interest to ecologists from a variety52

of fields. Knowing the probability that a species is extinct allows informed de-53

cisions to be made about investing time and money into its preservation, and54

carrying out surveys. On a broad scale, extinction rates are used to measure55

biodiversity conservation effectiveness, (May et al. (1995), Commonwealth56

of Australia (1996), Flannery and Schouten (2001) and IUCN (2002)). False57

positive errors arise when a species is mistakenly recorded and false negatives58

arise when observers fail to note a species. Incorrectly classing a species as59

extinct or extant can lead to failure to conserve a threatened species, wasted60

conservation effort directed toward a species that are mistakenly thought to61

persist, or erosion of public confidence when a species reappears after being62

classified as extinct (the Lazarus effect; Keith and Burgman, 2004, Roberts63

and Kitchener, 2006). Extinctions of particular species are rarely observed64

directly and, in many cases, can only be inferred from sighting or collection65

records, Solow and Roberts (2003). Solow (1993a), Burgman et al. (1995),66

McCarthy (1997), Rout et al. (2009) and Solow et al. (2011) developed and67

applied mathematical models to indicate whether a species is extinct based68

on a list of time intervals (usually years) in which the species was sighted.69

Models which infer extinction from a sighting record typically ignore the70

possibility of false positives by either ignoring uncertain sightings, or class-71

ing them as certain sightings. Without a formal approach to account for72

uncertain sightings, problems may emerge when making decisions about the73

conservation of a species. For example, debate about the extinction of the74
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ivory-billed woodpecker largely revolve around questions of false or true pos-75

itive sightings. Since uncertain sightings have occurred as recently as 2004,76

the US Fish and Wildlife service has drafted a multimillion dollar recovery77

plan for this species (Decision Point, 2012).78

Solow et al. (2011) included the possibility of false positives when infer-79

ring extinction from a sighting record. Accounting for false sightings means80

that sightings occur after extinction, however the sightings occur at a differ-81

ent rate. Suppose extinction occurs at time TE. Then the rate of sightings82

before extinction (at time TE) is different to the rate after extinction, making83

TE a change point. Inferring where this change point occurs gives the time84

of extinction. The method of Solow et al. (2011) takes a similar approach85

to the work of Raftery and Akman (1986), where a change point is included86

in the Bayesian analysis of a Poisson process. Raftery and Akman (1986)87

do not apply their method to infer extinction from a sighting data. However88

their method can be used such that there are two (true and false) constant89

sighting rates which predict the change point TE. Where Raftery and Akman90

(1986) consider only one change point (TE), Solow et al. (2011) divide the91

sighting period into three, see Fig. 1(b)–1(c). This is consistent with the92

ivory-billed woodpecker data where uncertain sightings occur after an initial93

period of certain sightings (Roberts et al. 2009). Solow et al. (2011) also94

assumed two constant sightings rates (true and false). These sightings rates95

are assumed constant, and uncertain sightings are only introduced after time96

tL.97

While the method of Solow et al. (2011) is suitable for some data sets,98

in general, uncertain sightings arise throughout the observation period. We99
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build on the work of Solow et al. (2011) to account for the fact that some100

sightings will be more certain than others. For example, records based on101

specimens are largely certain, while photographs and field observations with-102

out specimens are less certain to be true positives, (Roberts et al., 2009). In103

this circumstance, we can think of two concurrent sightings records. One,104

based on specimens, might be assumed to be largely free of false positives;105

while a second sighting record, based on field observations, might be prone106

to false positives. Of course, there may be more than one kind of uncertain107

record (e.g., photographs, expert visual records and audio records).108

Here, a model is developed to incorporate both certain and uncertain109

sightings throughout the sighting period (see Fig. 1(c)). Furthermore, we110

assume that certain sightings and uncertain sightings which are true, occur111

at different rates whereas Solow et al. (2011) assumed that these two types of112

true sightings occur at the same rate. For the case where certain sightings are113

not incorporated, the method resembles the work of Solow (1993a). Where114

certain sighting records are absent, our method resembles the work of Raftery115

and Akman (1986). Solow (1993a) and Solow et al. (2011) were based on116

continuous time with the times of all sightings known. The method here117

uses discrete uniform time intervals, such as years, and does not allow for118

multiple sightings in one time interval. To include such multiple sightings,119

the time interval can be smaller, where a very small time interval converges120

to the continuous case. Considering years as time intervals corresponds to121

sighting records from Burgman et al. (1995) and Birdlife International, where122

the sighting record simply lists the years which the species was seen. The123

method presented here is applied to these sighting records later in this paper.124
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The next section presents the method in detail. Since our method is an125

extension of Solow (1993a) (but discrete), we also briefly describe the method126

of Solow (1993a). In the case of no false sightings, results from our method127

are compared to results from the method of Solow (1993a).128

Method129

The sighting record for a potentially extinct species is described with vector130

s = (s1, s2, s3, . . . , sj, . . . , sÑ), sj = {0, 1}, (1)

where all sightings occurred during a finite observation period (0, T ). Each131

entry represents a consistent time interval. Each sj is either 0 for no sighting,132

or 1 when the species is sighted at least once in the time interval. For133

simplicity, we consider the case where each time interval represents a year,134

such that Ñ = T . Note that this choice of time interval does not allow for135

multiple sightings in one year. To include such multiple sightings, the time136

interval can be smaller.137

Consider the null hypothesis that extinction has not occurred, H0, against138

the alternative hypothesis that it has, H1. For a specified prior probability139

that the species is extant π, the Bayesian probability that the species is140

extant X is defined as141

p(X|s) =

(
1 +

1− π
πB(s)

)−1

, (2)

where B(s) is the Bayes factor. The Bayes factor is the ratio of the likelihood142
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of s under H0 to the likelihood of s under H1,143

B(s) =
l(s|H0)

l(s|H1)
. (3)

Determining these likelihoods is not straight-forward, and may involve inte-144

grals without an upper limit (indefinite integrals) making them a challenge145

to evaluate. Solow (1993a) overcomes problems with the indefinite integral146

limit by assuming that sightings follow a Poisson distribution with constant147

sighting rate until extinction. For his model, Solow (1993a) considers all148

the sightings to be true, meaning that after extinction there are no sightings149

(Fig. 1(a)). The Bayes factor (3) can then simplified to150

B(s) =
S − 1(

T
tN

)S−1
− 1

, (4)

where S is the total number of sightings and tN is the time of the last sighting.151

Hereafter, equation (4) is referred to as ‘Solow’s 1993 equation’. Burgman et152

al. (1995), Roberts and McInerny (2003), McInerny et al. (2006), Roberts153

and Kitchener (2006), Rout et al. (2009), Vogel et al. (2009) and Elphick et154

al. (2010) have used Solow’s 1993 equation to infer extinction.155

Our approach differs to Solow’s 1993 equation because we state that sight-156

ings may be true or false, so sightings may occur after extinction. The con-157

stant sighting rates are mc for a certain sighting such as a specimen, mu for158

an uncertain sighting that is a true sighting, and f for a false positive (an159

uncertain sighting that is in fact a false sighting). The simplest case would be160

the one considered by Solow (1993a) where there are no false sightings, f = 0.161
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A more realistic scenario would have a sighting record that is composed of162

both false positives and true positives.163

We consider two sets of sighting data, where one records certain sightings164

only sc, and the other records uncertain sightings only su. These sighting165

records have a common time to extinction, but the occurrence of certain166

and uncertain sightings are independent. As previously mentioned, Solow167

(1993a) assumed that sightings follow a stationary Poisson process. Similar168

assumptions are made here: the number of certain records follow a Poisson169

distribution with constant mean mc before the time of extinction TE, and170

zero after TE; and the number of uncertain records follow a Poisson distri-171

bution with constant mean mu + f before TE, and f after TE. A Poisson172

distribution states that Pr(event = 0) = exp(−mean). Hence, at least one173

certain observation would occur with probability174

Pr(certain observation) =


1− e−mc before time of extinction TE,

0 after time of extinction TE,

(5)

and one uncertain probability would occur with probability175

Pr(uncertain observation) =


1− e−(mu+f) before time of extinction TE,

1− e−f after time of extinction TE.

(6)
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The likelihood of the data under H0 (extant) is176

l(s|H0) = l(sc|H0)l(su|H0)

where l(sc|H0) is the likelihood of the certain sighting record sc under H0,177

and l(su|H0) is the likelihood of the uncertain sighting record su under H0.178

The likelihoods are given by179

l(sc|H0) =
∫ ∞
0

l(sc|mc) dP (mc)

=
∫ ∞
0

Ñ∏
i=0

(1− e−mc)si(e−mc)1−si dP (mc), (7)

l(su|H0) =
∫ ∞
0

l(su|mu, f) dP (mu, f)

=
∫ ∞
0

Ñ∏
i=0

(1− e−(mu+f))si(e−(mu+f))1−si dP (mu, f), (8)

where l(sc|mc) is the likelihood of sc under H0 when the sighting rate is mc,180

l(su|mu, f) is the likelihood of su under H0 when the sighting rate is mu + f ,181

and P (mc), P (mu, f) are the prior distribution functions of these rates.182

The likelihood of the data under H1 (extinct) is183

l(s|H1) = l(sc|H1)l(su|H1),

where l(sc|H1) is the likelihood of the certain sighting record sc under H1,184

and l(su|H1) is the likelihood of the uncertain sighting record su under H1.185

These likelihoods are given by186

l(sc|H1) =
∫ ∞
0

l(sc|mc) dP (mc)
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=
∫ ∞
0

Ñ∏
i=0

(1− e−mc)si(e−mc)TE−si dP (mc), (9)

l(su|H1) =
∫ ∞
0

l(su|mu, f̂) dP (mu, f̂)

=
∫ ∞
0

Ñ∏
i=0

(1− e−(mu+f̂))si(e−(mu+f̂))TE−si dP (mu, f̂), (10)

where f̂ = f for i ≥ TE and 0 otherwise, l(sc|mc) is the likelihood of sc under187

H1 when the sighting rate is mc, l(su|mu, f̂) is the likelihood of su under188

H1 when the sighting rate is mu + f̂ , and P (mc), P (mu, f̂) are the prior189

distribution functions of these rates. For the case of certain sightings only,190

f ≡ 0 and l(s|H1) ≡ l(sc|H1).191

For constant sighting rates mc,mu and f , si is not a function of time.192

This simplifies the likelihoods (7)–(10) to193

l(sc|H0) =
∫ ∞
0

(1− e−mc)Sc(e−mc)T−Sc dP (mc), (11)

l(su|H0) =
∫ ∞
0

(1− e−(mu+f))Su(e−(mu+f))T−Su dP (mu, f), (12)

l(sc|H1) =
∫ ∞
0

(1− e−mc)Sc(e−mc)TE−Sc dP (mc), (13)

l(su|H1) =
∫ ∞
0

(1− e−(mu+f̂))Su(e−(mu+f̂))TE−Su dP (mu, f̂), (14)

where Sc is the total number of certain sightings, and Su is the total number194

of uncertain sightings. If si depended on time si(t), due to a factor such as195

survey effort, (11)–(14) would not hold.196

Choosing a prior for the rate of false positive sightings197

When an uncertain sighting has occurred, there may be an expert judgment198

on the probability that this observation is a true positive. As a guide, Birdlife199
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International has provided a table of various observation types with the cor-200

responding suggested probabilities that these are true sightings (Table 1).201

Suppose Ri = Pr(true|uncertain recordi) is provided by expert judgement.202

Then Pr(false|uncertain recordi) = 1 − Ri. By the definition of conditional203

probability,204

Ri = Pr(true|uncertain recordi) =
mu

Pr(uncertain recordi)
, (15)

1−Ri = Pr(false|uncertain recordi) =
f

Pr(uncertain recordi)
, (16)

since Pr(true∩uncertain recordi) = mu and Pr(false∩uncertain recordi) = f .205

Then a reasonable prior for the rate of false positive sightings (f) is given by206

the ratio of (15) to (16),207

fprior = mu

(
1−Ri

Ri

)
.

A further progression of the model is to differentiate uncertain sightings be-208

tween photographs, observations by experts, etc, with corresponding false209

positive detection rates f1, f2, etc. In the absence of information about var-210

ious observation types, it is reasonable to differentiate between true positive211

and false positive sightings only.212

For specified choices of P (mc), P (mu), P (f) and P (tE), it is possible to213

calculate the Bayes factor B(s). The Bayes factor is substituted in (2), with214

a specified choice of prior π, to give the probability that the species is extant.215
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In the absence of specific prior knowledge, it is reasonable to let216

dP (tE) =
dtE
T

0 ≤ tE ≤ T, (17)

dP (mc) =
dmc

Mc

0 ≤ mc ≤Mc, (18)

dP (mu) =
dmu

Mu

0 ≤ mu ≤Mu, (19)

dP (f) =
df

F
0 ≤ f ≤ F, (20)

whereMc, Mu and F are finite numbers. The constant sighting rates mc, mu217

and f are unknown so (18)–(20) assumes every value between 0 and Mc, Mu218

or F is equally likely to be the sighting rate. To ensure a wide range of values219

are considered, Mc, Mu and F should be large. Under this choice of P (tE),220

all values of TE in the observation period are equally likely. The choice for221

dP (tE) is the same as Solow (1993a). However, with regards to (18), Solow222

used the standard non informative prior distribution for the rate of a Poisson223

process, dP (mc) = dmc

mc
, 0 ≤ mc ≤ ∞. Although this distribution is improper,224

this posed no problems for the Bayesian approach, which simplified the Bayes225

factor (3) to the analytic solution, Solow’s 1993 equation (4). However, we226

used a proper prior in (18)–(20) to facilitate numerical analysis.227

Using (7)–(20) in (3) gives the Bayes factor. The Bayes factor can be used228

in (2) to give the probability that the species is extant, conditional on sight-229

ing record s. However, this Bayes factor cannot be solved analytically, and230

so we calculate its value using MCMC analyses implemented in OpenBugs231

(OpenBugs, 2012). We determine a probability that the species is extinct,232

and if so, in what year extinction occurred. Obtaining this probability nu-233
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merically requires using discrete forms of the likelihoods (11)–(14).234

The next section uses the Bayes factor in (2) to calculate the probabil-235

ity that a species is extant. The results are compared with Solow’s 1993236

equation (4).237

Results238

Initially, to compare our method and Solow’s 1993 equation we consider the239

case of the true sightings only. For this case, the Bayes factor of our method240

can be determined by numerical integration so that MCMC analyses is not241

necessary. The probability that the species is extant is then given by (2).242

Taking a time interval (0,100) with number of sightings S = 5, the time of the243

last sighting tN varies from 10 to 90. The results, along with corresponding244

results from MCMC analyses are plotted in Fig. 2(a). Solow’s 1993 equation245

and our method initially appear similar. However, when the ratio tn/T is246

small, the relative difference between the two methods is substantial, see Fig.247

2(b). This difference arises from the different choice of dP (mc).248

Solow’s 1993 equation and our approach were applied to sighting data249

presented in Burgman et al. (1995), Table 2, which contains only sightings250

that are assumed to be true. The final time was taken to be 2011 and the prior251

probability of extinction π was assumed to be 0.5 (since no other prior was252

provided). To apply the method to data with uncertain sightings, Birdlife253

International provided the data in Table 3. The values for the probability254

that an observation is a true positive Ri was determined by considering the255

type and quality of evidence, similarity of the individual recorded to taxa256
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with which it could potentially be confused, likely abundance of the recorded257

individual compared to such taxa, circumstances of the record and the skill258

and experience of the recorder. The Birdlife International examples were used259

in three ways: (i) only observations with Ri = 1 (certain sightings only) were260

used with π as given in the table, allowing a comparison with results from261

Solow’s 1993 equation; (ii) observations with Ri < 1 were used to determine262

a single false sighting rate f , with π as given in the table; (iii) observations263

with Ri < 1 were grouped into similar categories to determine several false264

sighting rates, with π as given in the table. The results are shown in Fig. 3.265

The comparison from (i) (Fig. 3) with Solow’s 1993 equation are consis-266

tent with Fig. 2(b): when no false sightings are included, the two approaches267

give very similar results as tn/T → 1. When uncertain sightings are consid-268

ered, the estimate of the probability that a species is extant diverges from269

the results of Solow’s 1993 equation. Note that the data for T. rufolava-270

tus include a much higher proportion of uncertain sightings than the data271

for P. caribbaea. However, the estimate for the probability of extinction for272

the latter diverges more than the former when the uncertain sightings are273

included. The significant drop in probability of P. caribbaea extinction is274

likely to reflect the quality of the last sighting (Ri = 0.8 − 0.9), whereas275

uncertain sightings for the T. rufolavatus had a lower probability that they276

were true (Ri = 0.1− 0.4, 0.6− 0.8).277

The records for L. conditor include a period of 48 years between 1938278

and the last sighting in 1986. If the sighting in 1986 was judged to be un-279

certain, the probability of being extant reduces drastically from 0.697 to280

0.025, demonstrating the critical distinction between certain and uncertain281
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records. Uncertain sightings can be further classified into photographs, ob-282

servations by experts, etc. However, our results indicate that in most cases,283

further classification will not drastically alter the probability that a species284

is extant.285

Discussion286

When uncertain sightings are not included, the method is consistent with287

existing methods. Most real sighting records are composed of at least some288

uncertain observations. Discriminating between certain and uncertain sight-289

ings can have an important effect of the inferences drawn from observation290

data. When uncertain sightings are excluded, there may be a considerable291

difference in the estimate of the probability that a species is extant. It is292

unclear whether this difference makes inferring extinction either more or less293

likely. Furthermore, treating an uncertain observation as certain can drasti-294

cally and falsely increase the estimated probability that a species is extant.295

In either case, the results could lead to poor decisions and the ineffective296

allocation of scarce conservation resources.297

The innovation in this method is that it handles uncertain sightings298

throughout the observation period appropriately. The example applications299

illustrate that using both certain and uncertain sightings, and classing them300

as such, leads to substantial improvements when inferring whether a species301

is extinct.302

The method allows uncertain sightings to be further classed into a number303

of different observation types, each with a unique false positive rate. However,304
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our results indicate that this further classification does not drastically change305

the probability that a species is extant.306

The method does not allow for multiple sightings within the chosen (uni-307

form) time interval. If the data are essentially continuous, then forcing the308

data into discrete classes throws away some information. The continuous309

time version of these models would be more appropriate. However, in many310

real data sets, observations are essentially discrete because observers provide311

approximate information (i.e., collection dates that refer to a year, a season312

or a month). In other instances, observations are not independent because313

the same person made them on the same or adjacent days, during a single314

expedition or collecting trip. In such circumstances, using time intervals will315

mean the data better approximate the underlying independence assumptions316

in the models. Burgman et al. (2005) used this assumption in their applica-317

tion of Solow’s 2003 formula. When the multiple sightings are independent318

from each other, the time interval can be made arbitrarily narrow such that319

the method approaches the continuous case. Time is a surrogate for survey320

effort. If a direct measure of effort is available, then the method could be321

adapted to reflect this measure, McCarthy (1997).322
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Tables377

Table 1 Suggested probabilities that a particular observation is a true
positive sighting.

Probability observation Observation type

0.90 - 0.94 Photograph or sound.

0.8 - 0.9 Record described as being based on collected individual.

0.6 -0.8 Record based on observation described in literature as ‘confirmed’ or considered
fairly convincing.

0.4 - 0.8 Record based on observation (with no qualification in literature or with no ad-
ditional information upon which to judge veracity).

0.1 - 0.4 Record described in literature as (or judged to be) unconfirmed or questionable.

0.1 - 0.3 Local report.
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Table 2 Sighting data from Burgman et al. (1995). All sightings are
assumed true. Each record respresents an independent sighting.

M. tropicalis M. nigripes L. conditor L. Apicalis

Date Records Date Records Date Records Date Records

1915 1 1972 4 1835 - 1835 -

1922 1 1973 6 1844 1 1853 1

1932 1 1974 2 1857 1 1857 1

1948 1 1975 3 1879 1 1872 1

1952 1 1976 3 1896 1 1873 1

1977 1 1897 1 1903 1

1979 1 1907 2 1929 1

1981 2 1920 2 1933 2

1982 3 1921 2

1983 1 1930 1

1984 2 1933 1

1938 1

1986 1

t0 S t0 S t0 S t0 S

1915 4 1972 10 1835 12 1835 7
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Table 3 Sighting data from Birdlife International with probability that
the record is true. Each record represents an independent sighting.

T. rufolavatus P. caribbaea A. pelzelni

Prior probability π = 0.9 Prior probability π = 0.825 Prior probability π = 0.36

Date Probability true Ri Date Probability true Ri Date Probability true Ri

1929 1 1789 0.4-0.8 1930 1

1947 0.1-0.4 1829 1 1995 1

1960 1 1847 0.4-0.8 2008 0.4-0.8

1963 1 1866 1

1969 1 1879 1

1970 0.1-0.4 1891 0.8-0.9

1971 0.1-0.4

1972 0.6-0.8

1982 0.6-0.8

1985 0.6-0.8

1986 0.1-0.4

1988 0.1-0.4

t0 S t0 S t0 S

1929 3 1789 3 1930 1
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Figures378

Fig. 1 Representations of assumed sighting records for various models.

(a) Solow (1993) No uncertain sightings,
time is continuous.

(b) Solow et al. (2011) Woodpecker
model, time is continuous.

(c) Raftery and Akman (1986) model,
time is continuous.

(d) The model in this paper, time is dis-
crete.
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Fig. 2 For the case of certain sightings only, comparing the probability of
extinction for a fixed number of total sightings S = 5 over a time interval
(0,100). The time of the last sighting tN is varying.

(a) The probability of extinction.

(b) Relative difference for the probability of extinction.
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Fig. 3 Comparing methods: probability that species is extant. The model
in this paper was applied to cases with certain sightings only (the first four
species) to allow a comparison with Solow’s 1993 equation. For the last three
species, Solow’s 1993 equation was applied to the sighting record with un-
certain sightings omitted. Our model was applied to the last three species
in three ways: (i) only certain observations were used allowing a compar-
ison with results from Solow’s 1993 equation; (ii) uncertain sightings were
included and grouped together; (iii) uncertain sightings were included and
grouped according to the probability that there were true sightings.
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